Phase Tracking in RSTD
The purpose of Resonance Search, track and dell test is usually for fatigue and durability test, it
always can find and test the weakest frequency of test unit, the dwell methods include locked
frequency, locked phase, peak amplitude tracking and phase tracking. The latter three methods
frequency will be varied during the tracking and dwelling phase, since as we know the resonant
frequency is true decreasing during dwelling period, while phase is not, so these three methods
maybe better in catching with the resonance point. This paper will analyze results between fixed
frequency dwell and phase tracking dwell, emphasizing on phase tracking and introduce how to
do this test with VENZO controller VibExpert software.
Phase Tracking Experiment
1. 150 N small shaker
2. Two IEPE sensors
3. A thin metal beam was installed on the small shaker, two sensors adhere to it, one in the
central and the other in the end of the metal beam
See picture below:

Step 1, open VENZO control software VibExpert and click “RSTD” function module

Step 2, click icon

to set shaker parameters according to specifics of shaker.

Step 3, setup input channel parameters corresponding to two sensors

Step 4, edit the test spectrum and schedule

Step 5, in the schedule tab setup the resonance search parameters, search object, criteria and
largest resonance number. Here we choose Q value as search criteria and set max.10 resonances.

Step 6, in the schedule tab, add RSTD Dwell event and setup parameters as below, here we
choose Resonance Tracked Dwell (Phase Tracking).

Step 7, finally, we need to setup control parameter especially phase tracking column, parameters
as below will get precise result.

Results of Phase tracking: we can find phase is drifting little in the mean while resonant
frequency varies. After phase tracking, the 3 points’ amplitude transmissibility has been
enhanced, while the others have negligible decreasing.

Let us see the result of locked frequency:
Same steps with above, only one step is different, step 6, in the schedule tab, add RSTD Dwell
event and setup parameters as below, here we choose Frequency Locked Dwell.

Results of Locked frequency dwell: we can see that it the same frequency point amplitude
transmissibility is changed, most of them getting lower value, the significant change is the phase
value, the max. gap is about 9 degree, this means this frequency point maybe not the true
resonant frequency.

Conclusion:
In the long time dwelling period for fatigue and durability testing, resonant frequency will be
decreasing and locked frequency is not the only method for dwell anymore, test engineer need to
pay more attention to the phase value. If the test system is the linear system, the phase value is
usually -90°or near to this value, so sometimes phase is also a criteria for a resonance.

